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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SOCIAL
INNOVATION FOR MENTORS

Each case has a separate rule on what works well for that specific project.

Nevertheless, there are general tips for mentors to help their mentees

achieve outstanding results:

Be actively involved in their project. It is proven that the active involvement of

mentors, stakeholders, schools/universities, teachers, and their broader networks

in such processes as new ideas implementation has positively impacted the

entrepreneurial development of learners (Ruskovaara et al., 2015).

Empower their talents. Looking aside as a mentor and discovering stronger or

weaker sides of your mentees, be attentive and kind to direct them where they

might be more skilled.

Organize social platforms and face-to-face meetings for your mentees with

business owners or organizations of similar fields for possible collaboration.

Enrich students with contacts that might be useful, links to inspire, and provide

easily understandable information concerning the issue.

Young innovators usually lack credibility just because of having a so-called „young

face“. Vouch for your mentees, e.g., promote their project in your circle, share

positive references about them, acquiring students’ projects more credibility at the

start.

Share the good existing examples you know concerning their innovative idea.

Inspirational stories of others struggling and finding solutions can generate

confidence and more positive judgments of the situation.

Reflect. It is an effective tool for helping to understand the situation or oneself

better. Encourage it, especially when something goes sideways during the process.

Often, very little is needed to create results more efficiently. Keep on track with

your mentee or team of students and be informed of their needs and shortage.

Providing office space, short training or finding opportunities to experience real-

life business structures adds a great value.

Help students offset their lack of professional experience by encouraging and

helping them take part in fruitful internships, any other extracurricular experience

related to their innovation or part-time employment in a similar field.

Students usually have little knowledge of the business world. The so-called “rules

of the game” might be new for them, although the ideas might require

development in real company environments. Help them comprehend and work

together to provide possible ideas for solutions.
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